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This article examines the problem of interference in automo-
tive radar. Different types of automotive radar as well as 
mechanisms and characteristics of interference and the ef-

fects of interference on radar system performance are described. 
The interference-to-noise ratio (INR) at the output of a detector 
is a measure of the susceptibility of a radar to interference. The 
INR is derived from different types of interfering and victim 
radars and depends on the location of both as well as parameters 
such as transmit power, antenna gain, and bandwidth. In addi-
tion, for victim radar with beamscanning, INR depends on the 
location of the target the victim radar is attempting to detect. 
Analysis is presented to show the effects of various interference 
scenarios on the INR. A review of the current state of the art in 
interference mitigation techniques previously deployed as well 
as areas of research currently being addressed is then provided. 
Finally, important future research directions are suggested.

Vehicular sensors
Sensors for vehicular (automobiles, buses, trucks, and so on) 
applications are an important area of R&D. There are many dif-
ferent types of currently used sensors being considered for use 
in future vehicles, such as radars, cameras, lidars, and ultrason-
ics. Each of these sensors has strengths and weaknesses; good 
engineering judgment indicates that a combination of sensors, 
which complement the strengths and weaknesses of one with 
another, is required to maintain the integrity of safety-critical 
systems. For instance, radars are the best sensors for detect-
ing range and radial velocity and have “all-weather” capability, 
but are weak for classification and angular resolution. Lidars, 
in general, have good angular resolution and range, but are lim-
ited in field of view (FOV) and have limited ability in adverse 
weather. Cameras have excellent color perception and classi-
fication capabilities but are limited in estimating velocity and 
range. Cameras also have difficulty in dark or adverse weather.

There are several different performance measures to con-
sider when evaluating the vehicular sensors used to detect 
objects in the environment. A core set includes detection range, 
range resolution, velocity coverage, velocity resolution, FOV, 
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angular resolution, latency (processing delay), robustness to 
adverse weather, night operation, target classification, and color 
detection for reading signs and traffic lights. In addition, the cost 
of a sensor is important to consider; a vehicle might need, and 
thus be equipped with, multiple sensors. The cost of an individual 
sensor is typically affected by a number of factors: the scan type 
(mechanical, solid state/electronic, or digital), radio-frequency 
(RF) circuitry, baseband and digital chipsets, the integration 
level of fundamental transmit and receive components, digi-
tal processing subsystem capabilities (bandwidth, throughput, 
and available memory), the associated packaging and required 
manufacturing processes, and the number of antennas used for 
transmission and reception. Figure 1 shows the strengths and 
weaknesses of different sensor systems in relation to different 
performance measures [1], [2]. Note that the spider plots in the 
figure illustrate characteristics of radar and vision systems as 
deployed today in millions of production automobiles, whereas 
for lidar, they show the potential characteristics—lidars have not 
been deployed in production automobiles to date.

The considerable sensor requirements for self-driving cars 
described previously dictate that multiple sensor modalities 
will be present and that radar will be an important part of that 
portfolio. Radars can be used to determine location and direct-
ly measure the Doppler velocity of objects in the environment. 
Furthermore, with the ongoing development of RF CMOS and 
multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) radar imaging tech-
nologies at 76–77 GHz and 77–81 GHz, automotive radar cost 
is rapidly decreasing, while overall performance and capability 
of radars for point cloud imaging, edge detection, and target 
classification will be substantially improved in the near future.

There are multiple automotive applications for radar sen-
sors; consequently, automotive radar is an active research field 
[3]–[7]. Automatic cruise control, blind-spot detection, and  
collision-warning systems were some of the earliest applica-
tions of vehicular radar systems. Recently, other applications, 
including advanced driver-assistance systems, automatic emer-
gency braking, lane-change assist, and vulnerable user detec-
tion have been implemented. Self-driving cars will increase 

the importance of systems that provide an accurate sensing of 
the environment. As such, it is certain that the number of sen-
sors on vehicles will increase dramatically in the next 10 years. 
This makes the possibility of radar-to-radar interference in 
traffic much greater, as noted in [8] and [9].

The problem of radar-to-radar interference will be a sig-
nificant engineering challenge that the industry will have to 
address. There are several signal processing techniques that 
mitigate interference and some of these have already been 
implemented in radars deployed in today’s automobiles. With 
the increasing number of vehicles being equipped with radar 
and each vehicle having multiple radar sensors—several pro-
duction models commercially available in the 2021–2023 time 
frame are investigating the possibility of deploying up to six 
radar systems per car—the capability of radar systems to oper-
ate in the presence of other radar systems in proximity is fast 
becoming a critical performance issue. As a result, interest in 
this area of research has increased significantly. For future 
radars, the ability to mitigate interference will be as critical as 
detection performance.

Background
Radar systems operate by transmitting a signal; this signal is 
then reflected by an object or target in the environment. The 
radar system receiving the reflected signal compares the prop-
erties of the reflected signal to the transmitted signal [10]. A 
radar system with a single transmitter and receiver can esti-
mate the range and velocity of an object in the environment; 
with mechanical or electronic scanning, the radar system can 
estimate the angle as well. A radar system with multiple re-
ceiver antennas can estimate the angle of an object via digital 
beamforming. With both multiple transmitter antennas and 
multiple receiver antennas, also known as a MIMO system, a 
radar can estimate the angle of an object via digital beamform-
ing but with enhanced accuracy and resolution compared to 
more conventional (non-MIMO) radar [4], [6]. In general, radar 
can determine different object angles (e.g., azimuth and/or el-
evation) depending on the antenna scanning and/or the number 
and geometry of antenna-receiver channels.

Radar systems can be designed for different performance 
objectives. Some of the performance measures of a typical 
radar system include detection range, range resolution, maxi-
mum unambiguous range, velocity resolution, maximum unam-
biguous velocity, angular resolution, and FOV. An overview of 
various types of radars and estimation techniques for range, 
velocity, and direction in the absence of interference are given 
in [11]. Generally, with a fixed number of antennas, a radar with 
a broad FOV can be obtained at the expense of less angular res-
olution, while a narrow FOV can provide better angular resolu-
tion. The antenna configuration will determine the estimated 
target direction in the horizontal plane (azimuth), vertical plane 
(elevation), or in both. Multiple antennas at the transmitter and 
receiver can be used to beamform the signal or can be used in a 
MIMO configuration where different waveforms are transmit-
ted from different antennas and the subsequent receive signals 
are processed to form a synthetic or virtual receive array. Early 
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FIGURE 1. A comparison of automotive sensors. 
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automotive radar used mechanically scanned antennas or sev-
eral fixed antennas for one-dimensional (azimuth) angle-detec-
tion capability [12], [13]. Automotive radar is now beginning to 
incorporate MIMO antennas configured for 2D angle-detection 
capability (azimuth and elevation), with future systems moving 
to a greater number of transmit and receive antennas to support 
2D point cloud imaging.

Fundamentally, the performance of a radar system depends 
on the bandwidth of the signal, the time duration over which 
the estimation is performed, and the geometry of the transmit-
ter and receiver antennas. A tutorial on its performance in the 
absence of interference is discussed in detail in [11]. This article 
is focused on the effect of an interfering radar on a victim radar.

Frequency-modulated continuous wave
One type of radar, and the most common in current automotive 
systems, is frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) 
radar. In FMCW radar, the transmitted signal is a sinusoidal 
signal in which the frequency of the signal varies with time. 
The transmitted signal is

 ( ) ( ( ( )) ),coss t P f f t t2 2T t c mr= +  (1)

where fc  is the center frequency, Pt  is the transmitted power, 
and ( )f tm  is the time-varying frequency. The frequency of the 
transmitted signal is then ( ) ( ) .f t f f tT c m= +  There are dif-
ferent ways in which the frequency of an FMCW waveform 
varies. One way is via a ramp or sawtooth signal in which 
the frequency ramps from a minimum frequency to a maxi-
mum and then repeats. Alternatively, a signal that sweeps up 
in frequency (i.e., up-chirp) and then down in frequency (i.e., 
down-chirp) could be employed. Slopes for the up-chirp and 
down-chirp could vary in time as well. The time it takes for 
the up-chirp signal of the receiver to sweep over a bandwidth 
B Hz in frequency is sometimes called the chirp duration and 
is denoted by .Tc  In some cases, the frequency changes in a 
piece-wise linear fashion, although the times for the up-chirp 
and down-chirp can be different.

At the receiver, the received signal is mixed with (multi-
plied by) the transmitted signal and filtered with a low-pass 

filter of a certain bandwidth Br  to remove the double-frequen-
cy components as well as some of the noise and interference. 
Additional processing is done after converting from analog to 
digital signals. The filter bandwidth limits the unambiguous 
range of an FMCW radar. The transmitter and receiver block 
diagram for an FMCW radar is shown in Figure 2.

The transmitted signal is reflected off of a target and 
received. The received signal, in the case of a stationary tar-
get, is an attenuated and time-shifted version of the transmitted 
signal. Based on propagation of signals at the speed of light, 
the delay x  is related to the range by /R c 2x=  or / .R c2x =  
This is true for any type of radar signal, not just FMCW. 
The result of mixing the FMCW-transmitted signal with the 
received signal will be a signal with frequency proportional 
to the delay between the radar and the target. Filtering after 
mixing limits the range of targets that can be detected. The fre-
quency of the signal after mixing and filtering is proportional 
to the delay between the transmitter and receiver and thus pro-
portional to the range of the target. Suppose Rmax  is the range 
of the furthest target to be detected. Then the corresponding 
maximum delay is / .R c2max maxx =  The maximum frequency 
shift is then / ( ) .f BR cT2max max c=  The minimum frequency 
shift is 0 corresponding to a target at distance 0. The filter must 
have a bandwidth at least as large as this maximum beat fre-
quency. Equivalently, if the low-pass filter has bandwidth ,Br  
the largest range that can be detected is / ( ) .R cT B B2max c r=  
For example, if the chirp duration is 30 μs, the sweep band-
width is 300 MHz and the filter bandwidth is B 15r =  MHz, 
then the maximum range is 225 m. For automotive applica-
tions, this might be considered a long-range radar (LRR). If 
the sweep bandwidth is 750 MHz, the sweep time is 50 μs and 
the IF bandwidth is .B 4 5r =  MHz, then the maximum range 
is 45 m and would be considered a short-range radar (SRR). 
Generally, a larger bandwidth B will enable better range reso-
lution in a radar. An SRR would typically require better range 
resolution than an LRR and thus, use a larger bandwidth.

Phase-modulated continuous wave
Another type of radar is phase-modulated continuous-wave 
(PMCW) radar. In a PMCW radar system, the transmitted signal 
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is a sinusoidal signal in which the phase varies with time. The 
transmitted signal for PMCW radar has the form

 ( ) ( ( )),coss t P f t t2 2T t c mr z= +  (2)

where ( )tmz  is the modulated phase waveform. The total phase 
of the transmitted signal is ( ) ( ) .t f t t2T c mz r z= +  One way 
of generating the phases is to begin with what is known as a 
spreading code. A spreading code consists of a sequence of 
chips (e.g., +1, +1, –1, +1, –1, … ) with a chip duration ,Tc  which 
is mapped (e.g., ,1 0 1" " r+ - ) into a sequence of phases 
(e.g., 0, 0, ,r  0, ,r  … ), and the phases are used to modulate the 
RF sinusoidal signal. The phase can be limited to either 0 or r  
radians (180°) or it can be arbitrary. In the event that the signal 
phase is only either 0 or r  radians, the signal is said to be 
a binary phase modulated signal. A binary phase modulated 
signal can also be generated by multiplying a binary (+1 and 
–1) signal ( )a t  with a carrier. In the case of binary spreading 
codes, the transmitted signal can be written as

 ( ) ( ) ( ) .coss t P a t f t2 2T t cr=  (3)

The spreading code ( )a t  could be a periodic sequence with a 
short period or could be a pseudorandom sequence with a very 
long period so that it appears to be a nearly random sequence. 
Codes or sequences with good autocorrelation properties are 
important for use in PMCW-type radar systems. There are 
many possible spreading codes, including Barker sequences, 
m-sequences (also known as linear feedback shift register se-
quences), and gold codes, all of which are binary codes. There 
are also nonbinary codes such as the Zadoff–Chu codes. More 
information about spreading codes can be found in [14]. The 
resulting modulated RF signal has a bandwidth that is propor-
tional to the rate at which the phases change, called the chip 
rate, which is the inverse of the chip duration, .Tc

The receiver, as shown in Figure 3, first mixes the received 
signal ( )s tR  down to baseband and then filters the result to remove 
unwanted frequency components before converting it to digital 
signals. The digital signals are processed with a filter matched to 
the transmitted signal (as part of the digital signal process unit 

shown in Figure 4). A peak in the magnitude of the filter output is 
indicative of a target at a certain distance from the radar.

By comparing the return signal to the transmitted signal, 
the receiver can determine the range and velocity of objects in 
the environment. The digital signal processing block includes a 
matched filter, which correlates the received signal to all possi-
ble delays of the transmitted spreading code. For the delay that 
matches the delay of the reflected signal, the correlation will 
be high, and a target at a given distance corresponding to the 
delay will be detected. The wider the bandwidth, the finer the 
ability of the receiver to resolve two objects near each other. 
The matched filter will provide correlations to replicas of the 
transmitted spreading code of some length. The longer the 
length of the spreading code used to correlate, the greater the 
ability to detect—unambiguously—targets at a long distance.

Although there are other types of radar signals being consid-
ered for automotive applications (e.g., [15]), this article’s focus is 
only on these two types of radars (i.e., FMCW and PMCW) and 
how one or more radars of one type causes interference with 
another radar of either the same or a different type.

Interference in automotive radar systems
One fundamental reality for automotive radar is the potential 
for mutual interference due to multiple radars operating simul-
taneously in “close proximity” and direct line of sight [16]. 
Analyses and test results involving automotive radar indicate 
that mutual interference can be substantial unless suitable miti-
gation is employed.

Figure 4 shows two scenarios where in each, a vehicle with 
an “interfering” radar is creating interference for a “victim” 
radar. Consider the leftmost example scenario shown in Fig-
ure 4, with a single interfering radar at a distance R mounted 
on a vehicle that also acts as a target for the victim radar. In 
this case, the distance from the target and the distance from 
the interferer are identical. The signal powers received by the 
victim radar for the vehicle target ( )Pr  and the interference ( )PI
are given by
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where Pt  is the transmitted power of the victim radar, /c fcm =  
is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, the antenna gain 
in the direction of the target is G, and the radar cross sec-
tion (RCS) of the target is v  (i.e., the effective reflection area) 
[17]. The RCS is often stated in units of either square meters 
or “units” of dBsm, which refers to dB relative to 1 m2 [i.e., 

( / )] .in log m10dBsm 2v v=  The received interference power 
in (4) assumes that the interfering radar has the same transmit-
ter power and antenna gain as the victim radar and is located at 
the same range as the target. For example, the interferer could 
be colocated with the target. The signal-to-interference ratio 
(SIR) at the victim radar receiver is then

 ,    .
P
P

R
G

P
P

R
G

4 4
SIR

I

r
p

I

r p
2 2r

v

r

v
= = =  (5)

Here, Gp  is the processing gain of a matched filter in the victim 
radar, which improves the SIR. Still, the SIR can be low enough 
to inhibit target detection. For example, given a 10-dBsm RCS 
typically assumed for a small-to-midsize passenger car, and 
a processing gain of 50 dB, the SIR falls below 10 dB for a 
range greater than approximately 90 m. In practice, the RCS for 
a vehicle can vary substantially with the aspect angle. For ex-
ample, the RCS can vary from 0 dBsm to as high as 30 dBsm at 
77 GHz for midsize passenger cars, as shown in [18] for a Maz-
da 6. Even small changes in the aspect angle seen on a frame-to-
frame basis can lead to fluctuation in the observed RCS. Hence, 
statistical RCS models (e.g., the well-known Swerling models) 
are often used to predict automotive radar performance.

In general, the parameters of the victim and interfer-
ing radar are different, and the victim radar is required to 
detect targets of varying range and the RCS over a defined 
FOV. Furthermore, automotive radar processing gain is 
limited by a number of factors, including the required 

update time interval specified to cover the FOV (typically on 
the order of 50 ms).

For radar, a relevant performance metric is the INR after 
processing in the victim radar. In general, the INR depends 
on the parameters of the victim and interfering radars, signal 
modulation characteristics of the interfering radar, and demod-
ulation/downconversion processing employed by the victim 
radar. For simplicity, consider noise-like interference spread 
uniformly over the passband of the victim radar. This is often 
the case and will result in the lowest overall INR. If the inter-
fering radar has bandwidth B, then the power spectral density 
( )PSD int  of the interference at the victim radar is given by
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where ( )G GT R  is the antenna gain for the interfering (victim) 
radar, m  is the wavelength of the radar signal, Pt  is the trans-
mitted power of the interfering radar, )(N NTX RX  is the number 
of transmitting (receiving) antennas for the interfering (victim) 
radar, ( )L LTX RX  is the transmit (receive) loss for the interfer-
ing (victim) radar, and L f  is the loss due to the fascia (e.g., the 
auto’s bumper) of both radars. The duty factor parameter DF  
accounts for the fraction of time the interfering radar operates 
within the dwell time and band of the victim radar; hence, the 
value of DF  varies from 0 to 1.

The parameter K  generally applies to the case of FMCW 
modulation for both the victim and interfering radars and is given 
by the inverse ratio of the interference PSD in the victim radar 
receiver at RF prior to downconversion versus the interference 
PSD at baseband after downconversion in the victim radar, i.e.,
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where PSDI
RF  is the PSD of interference at RF prior to down-

conversion in the victim radar receiver, PSDI
BB  is the PSD 

of interference after downconversion in the victim radar 
receiver, FI

RFD  is the RF sweep bandwidth of the FMCW 
interfering radar, and FI

BBD  is the interference bandwidth 
in the FMCW victim radar receiver after downconversion 
to baseband. The interference bandwidth at baseband after 
downconversion in the victim radar receiver depends on the 
FMCW slopes of the interfering and victim radars (as well 
as their time and frequency alignment) and, for “similar” 
FMCW slopes, can be significantly less than the RF sweep 
bandwidth of the FMCW interferer. In this situation, K 1&  
as the FMCW interference is concentrated into a narrow 
bandwidth in the FMCW victim radar receiver, thereby in-
creasing its PSD.

For situations with, e.g., PMCW employed by either the 
victim or interfering radar, K  is generally equal to unity. 
Interference mechanisms and characteristics for both 
FMCW and PMCW modulations are discussed later in the 
“Mechanisms and Characteristics of Interference” section. 
In the case of FMCW modulation used by both the inter-
ferer and victim, the “Mechanisms and Characteristics of 
Interference” section includes equations and results for 
parameter K  for two different examples of time and fre-
quency alignment.

The PSD of the noise is ,kT FPSD n0noise =  where k  is 
Boltzman’s constant, ,T0  is the temperature in Kelvin, and Fn  
is the noise factor of the receiver. Finally, the INR is

 .INR
PSD
PSD

noise

int=  (9)

Without mitigation, the resulting INR can be substantial 
depending on the range and RF bandwidth of the interfer-
ing radar.

In a dynamic on-road encounter, interference seen by a vic-
tim radar will vary depending on a number of factors, includ-
ing the relative position of the interfering radar (range and 
cross range) and the orientation and shape of the victim and 
interfering radar antenna patterns, as illustrated in Figure 5. 
The evaluation of performance versus the geometry of victim 
and interferer is also addressed in [17].

Figure 5 shows contours of constant INR depending on the 
location of an interfering radar relative to a victim radar. The 
simulation is based on the theoretical equation for INR, i.e., 
(9). The situation depicted considers a victim radar facing an 
opposing interfering radar. The closer the interfering radar is 
to the victim radar, the larger the INR, and the worse the per-
formance is. Parameters typical of MIMO automotive medi-
um-range radar (MRR) were used. Both victim and interfering 
radars are assumed to be FMCW radars with “dissimilar fast-
crossing” slopes such that .K 1=  When the interfering radar 
is approximately 150 m downrange from the victim radar, the 
interference is roughly 10 dB above the thermal noise level. As 
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such, without interference mitigation, the performance of the 
victim automotive radar may degrade considerably.

Spatial discrimination of MIMO beamforming offers miti-
gation of interference for beams not pointed in the direction of 
the interfering radar, as shown in Figure 5 for two beam posi-
tions of the MIMO victim radar, i.e., 0 and 2°, respectively. Of 
course, with the potential for multiple interfering radars to be 
spread across the FOV, the mitigation offered by beamforming 
may be substantially diluted.

As seen in Figure 5, the INR will increase as the interferer 
range decreases. Additionally, the interference level can be 
substantially greater for situations with interferers of higher 
radiated power density such as automotive LRR or traffic 
control radar. The MOre Safety for All by Radar Interference 
Mitigation (MOSARIM) project [16], [19], [20] concluded 
that: “For automotive radars, without any mitigation technique 
applied, the interference power can exceed the noise level by 
20 to 50 dB. The achieved results show that for typical antenna 
and modulation parameters, an increase of noise in the victim 
receiver and thus a reduction of the usable measurement range 
is very likely, while the occurrence of ghost targets seems to 
be rather unlikely.” Note that, even in dense traffic with many 
interferers, the occurrence of ghost targets remains unlikely 
because any individual ghost target detections would, over 
time, be sporadic/random in nature and thereby mitigated by 
the tracking function in the victim radar. Mitigation can be fur-
ther improved by the victim radar dither of relevant waveform 
timing parameters that help randomize the range and Doppler 
of ghost detections on a frame-to-frame basis. This technique 
has been implemented by a number of radar suppliers.

Mechanisms and characteristics of interference
Here, we consider the two main modulation techniques de-
scribed previously, i.e., FMCW and PMCW. Because the inter-

ference characteristics depend on which kinds of modulation 
the interferer and victim both have, we describe the various 
interference characteristics for the different types of interfer-
ing and victim radars.

FMCW–FMCW 
Consider a victim radar and interfering radar both using FMCW 
modulation. Figure 6(a) shows the mechanism of interference 
and the resulting time-domain and frequency-domain respons-
es. For downconversion in the receiver, FMCW radar uses a rep-
lica (coupled version) of the transmitted FMCW signal. For the 
situation where the interfering FMCW signal crosses the victim 
FMCW signal, the interference appears as a linear chirp signal 
after downconversion in the victim radar receiver which, assum-
ing “dissimilar, fast-crossing” slopes, covers a wide bandwidth 
as it sweeps through the victim radar passband. After bandpass 
filtering in the victim radar, the interference signal resembles an 
impulse-like signal in the time domain. The resulting frequency 
spectrum is broadband and often well above the background 
noise floor [Figure 6(b)] when representative automotive MRR 
parameters are used (i.e., 15–20 dB above noise).

The position and width of the impulse-like interference 
signal in the time domain following downconversion and 
bandpass filtering in the victim radar depends on the relative 
timing and slopes of the FMCW modulation of the interfering 
and victim radars. The resulting frequency spectrum charac-
teristics of the interference in the victim radar, including the 
PSD, depend on the relative timing and FM slopes as well. For 
example, with slower FM rates and/or similar FM slopes for 
the victim and interfering radars (i.e., “slow-crossing” slopes), 
the time extent of interference in the victim radar passband 
and the associated PSD can increase significantly.

In (8), the parameter K  for FMCW-to-FMCW interference 
is fundamentally the ratio of the chirp bandwidth transmitted 
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by the interfering radar to the bandwidth of the interference 
chirp after downconversion in the victim radar. For FMCW, 
the bandwidth after downconversion in the victim radar 
depends on the difference in the FM sweep (i.e., modulation) 
rate between the interfering and victim radars. Assuming that 
the FM modulation rates of the interfering and victim radars 
produce “broadband” interference following downconversion 
in the victim radar, i.e., interference spread over no less than 
the baseband bandwidth of the victim radar, K  generally rang-
es from a minimum value of 0.5 to a maximum value equal to 
the sweep bandwidth of the interfering radar divided by the 
baseband bandwidth of the victim radar.

The parameter K  for FMCW interference in (8) depends on 
the FMCW sweep rates of the interfering and victim radars as 
well as their time and frequency alignments, as demonstrated 
in the following examples.

 ■ Case 1: Interfering and victim radar sweeps with the same 
duration ,TS  start time, and start frequency
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 ■ Case 2: Interfering and victim radar sweeps with the same 
duration ,TS  start time, and center frequency
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where SI  = FM sweep (modulation) rate of the interfering ra-
dar and SV  = FM sweep (modulation) rate of the victim radar.

Figure 7 shows parameter K  and the corresponding interfer-
ence in the time domain after downconversion and bandpass 

filtering in the victim radar for a situation where the FM sweeps 
of the victim and interfering radar are aligned in time and have 
the same center frequency (i.e., case 2). Two examples are shown 
in Figure 7; the FM sweep of the victim radar is shown in green. 
One example corresponds to K 1=  (i.e., the FM sweep of inter-
fering radar (blue) with a sweep rate, ,SI  equal in magnitude 
but opposite in sign to the sweep rate of the victim radar, SV ); 
a second example corresponds to K 10=  (i.e., the FM sweep 
of interfering radar (red) with a sweep rate similar to the sweep 
rate of the victim radar). Compared to a “fast” (i.e., high) cross-
ing rate for “dissimilar” FM sweeps (e.g., K 1= ), as the FM 
sweeps become more similar (e.g., K 10= ), the crossing rate 
decreases, resulting in interference with a longer time duration 
and higher PSD after downconversion and bandpass filtering 
in the victim radar. All else being equal, the K 10=  example 
results in interference with 10 times the PSD (and, correspond-
ingly, 10 times the INR) compared to the K 1=  example.

Early automotive FMCW radar typically used “slow-chirp” 
waveforms with one or several linear FM sweeps transmitted 
during a dwell or update interval and each chirp using a rela-
tively slow sweep rate. Automotive radars using “fast-chirp” 
FMCW waveforms consisting of many identical linear FM 
chirps during a dwell, where each chirp has a relatively fast 
sweep rate, are becoming more prevalent. Fast-chirp FMCW 
radar converts the sampled time-domain data from each chirp 
to a 2D range-Doppler frequency spectrum, typically via a 2D 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) process.

The 2D frequency spectrum for a fast-chirp FMCW victim 
radar and slow-chirp FMCW interfering radar is shown in Fig-
ure 8 using typical automotive MRR parameters. The vertical 
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axis has been scaled to show the INR. In Figure 6, the time-
domain impulse-like interference seen by each chirp of the 
fast-chirp victim radar sweeps over the frequency in a linear 
fashion with respect to time. The corresponding interference 
frequency spectrum for each chirp of the victim radar (ranging 
frequency domain) sweeps through Doppler frequency in a lin-
ear fashion and then folds into the ambiguous Doppler interval 
of the victim radar. The resulting 2D range-Doppler frequency 
spectrum exhibits a “noise-like” response. For MRR, the simu-
lation shows that the resulting INR is roughly 15–20 dB.

To help illustrate the parameters DF  (and K) in (6) (i.e., 
the equation for determining the PSD of interference and 
ultimately the INR), consider the case of a fast-chirp FMCW 
victim radar with dwell parameters in Figure 9 and an interfering 

radar with the same type of signal. This example has four 
16.67-ms fast-chirp dwells in 100 ms for an overall duty 
factor of 67%. There are two fast-chirp dwell types, A and B, 
sweeping 500 and 250 MHz, respectively. Each dwell type 
has two complementary dwells, i.e., 1 and 2, with 512 and 
450 chirps, respectively. The four-dwell sequence therefore 
uses four different fast-chirp sweeps.

For the dwell sequence and timing shown in this section, 
the probability of the victim radar encountering interference 
with a different chirp slope (leading to crossing FMCW slopes 
that produce a wideband interference spectrum) is effectively 
unity with the different cases and their respective K factors.

 ■ Victim radar dwell A1—interfering radar dwell B1 )(K 4=
 ■ Victim radar dwell A1—interfering radar dwell A2 

)(K 16=

 ■ Victim radar dwell A1—interfering radar dwell B2 
. )(K 3 5=

 ■ Victim radar dwell B1—interfering radar dwell A2 
)(K 4=

 ■ Victim radar dwell B1—Interfering Radar Dwell B2 
)(K 16=

 ■ Victim radar dwell A2—interfering radar dwell B2 
)(K 4= .

As previously noted, K 1=  if the slopes are the same 
magnitude but opposite in sign. As the slopes become more 
similar, the crossing rate decreases and K increases. The 
factor DF  equals the fractional overlap of the dwells and 
varies from roughly 0.002 for the overlap of a single chirp 
(1/512), to 1 for a complete overlap. For each of the afore-
mentioned cases, the probability of at least one chirp over-
lap is 33% and the probability of at least a 50% overlap  
( .D 0 5F $ ) is 16.7%. Considering all of the cases, the com-
posite probability of at least two dissimilar slopes with at 
least a 50% overlap is 83%.
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A1 B1 A2 B2
500 MHz

0
0 16.67 ms 33.33 ms 50 ms 66.67 ms 83.33 ms 100 ms

B1
Chirp Time = 32.55 µs
Sweep = 250 MHz
Chirps = 512
Dwell Time = 512*32.55 µs = 16.67 ms
Sweep Rate = 250 MHz/32.55 µs = 7.68 MHz/µs

B2
Chirp Time = 37.04 µs
Sweep = 250 MHz
Chirps = 450
Dwell Time = 450*37.04 µs = 16.67 ms
Sweep Rate = 250 MHz/37.04 µs = 6.75 MHz/µs

A1
Chirp Time = 32.55 µs
Sweep = 500 MHz
Chirps = 512
Dwell Time = 512*32.55 µs = 16.67 ms
Sweep Rate = 500 MHz/32.55 µs = 15.36 MHz/µs

A2
Chirp Time = 37.04 µs
Sweep = 500 MHz
Chirps = 450
Dwell Time = 450*37.04 µs = 16.67 ms
Sweep Rate = 500 MHz/37.04 µs = 13.5 MHz/µs

FIGURE 9. An example of a fast-chirp FMCW dwell sequence and its associated parameters.
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The mechanism and characteristics of FMCW-to-FMCW 
interference in Figure 6(a) are shown for the single dwell/chirp 
of an interfering radar. In practice, the interference charac-
teristics seen by an FMCW victim radar in the presence of 
multiple FMCW interfering radars of different types (e.g., 
SRR, MRR, LRR, or multimode using fast- and/or slow-chirp 
FMCW waveforms) can be quite complex with many impulse-
like signals of different amplitudes and widths spread across 
the time domain.

PMCW–PMCW
Consider a victim and interfering radar, both of which uti-
lize PMCW modulation. Figure 10(a) and (b) shows the 
mechanism of interference and the resulting time-domain 
and frequency-domain responses. PMCW interference with 
random, noise-like biphase coding using chip rate /f T1i cD =  
is assumed and appears as a spread-spectrum noise-like sig-
nal with bandwidth /f T1i cD =  centered at carrier frequen-
cy .fc  In the example chip rate /f T1i cD =  with bandwidth 

/ ,f T1v cD =  the PMCW victim radar is likewise assumed to 
transmit a PMCW biphase-coded noise-like signal with the 
same chip rate, bandwidth, and carrier (center) frequency as 
the interfering PMCW radar but with an independent, uncor-
related spreading code. The victim PMCW radar downcon-
verts the received signal with a constant local oscillator fre-
quency at the common carrier frequency (shown as f fc1 = )  
and demodulates the received signal with a delayed copy of 
the PMCW biphase code (chip rate /f T1i cD =  and bandwidth 

/ ,f T1v cD =  assumed to be the same as the corresponding 
parameters of the PMCW interfering radar in the example 
shown). Following downconversion, demodulation, and band-
pass filtering in the victim radar, the interference appears as a 
noise-like signal in both time and frequency domains. The re-
sulting frequency spectrum is broadband and often well above 

the background noise floor, as illustrated in Figure 10(b) using 
representative parameters for automotive MRR (i.e., 15–20 dB 
above noise).

PMCW–FMCW (or FMCW–PMCW)
Consider a victim radar with biphase PMCW modulation 
and interfering radar with FMCW modulation or vice versa. 
Figure 11 illustrates the interference mechanism and the re-
sulting time-domain and frequency-domain responses. In both 
situations (i.e., PMCW victim/FMCW interferer or FMCW 
victim/PMCW interferer), the interference is noise like in the 
time and frequency domains and, all else being equal, the INR 
is the same.

Comments on interference for PMCW versus  
FMCW modulation
Considering situations with FMCW or PMCW modulation for 
either the victim and/or interfering radars, the INR scales are
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where P ,i v  is the power of the interferer received at the victim 
radar. Downconversion/demodulation and subsequent signal 
processing in the victim radar generally result in spreading of 
the interference in a noise-like fashion over the passband and/
or detection band. The resulting INR is then given by the PSD 
of interference divided by the PSD of noise in the victim radar. 
The PSD of interference in the victim radar depends on the 
bandwidth of the interferer, Bi  (i.e., the frequency spread of 
interference), and the interference power received by the vic-
tim radar, P ,i v , which is determined by using the “one-way” 
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radar equation. However, in the case of FMCW to FMCW, the 
frequency spread of interference after downconversion to base-
band in the victim radar, and thus its PSD at baseband, depends 
on the relative FM sweep rates (FM slopes) of victim and in-
terfering radars (reflected in the parameter K). If the FMCW 
victim and interfering radar slopes are similar, the interference 
power is downconverted into a narrow frequency band increas-
ing the PSD compared to that of dissimilar slopes (K 12 ). 
Hence, all else being equal, situations with phase modulation 
(PMCW) for either the victim or interfering radar generally 
results in lower INR levels.

Interference mitigation
Interference analysis and interference mitigation techniques 
in radar systems have been investigated in a number of proj-
ects and reported in a number of papers. Recently, significant 
research has focused on a victim radar that employs FMCW 
modulation subject to interference from radars using FMCW 
modulation as well (see [17] and [21]–[24]). In this section, we 
focus on interference mitigation techniques.

Techniques that mitigate interference in automotive radars 
include transmission techniques (e.g., frequency hopping and 
timing jitter) and receiver techniques (e.g., time-domain exci-
sion). Generally, transmission techniques rely on ensuring that 
different radars transmit in such a way that the signals are near-
ly orthogonal to each other in some domain (e.g., polarization, 
time, and frequency). Most of the studies on interference in 
automotive radar are focused on interference mitigation at the 
receiver for both the interfering radar and the victim radar (e.g., 
the FMCW interferer and victim). The MOSARIM project 
[19], [20] completed a comprehensive study of interference in 
automotive radar systems that focused on interference mitiga-
tion. Interference mitigation techniques were grouped into six 

different major domains/categories: polarization domain, time 
domain, frequency domain, coding domain, space domain (e.g., 
beamforming), and strategic approaches. Strategic approaches 
included detecting interference and changing waveform param-
eters and/or beamscanning in response, as well as detecting and 
excising interference with a subsequent repair of the received 
signal in either the time, frequency, or joint-time-frequency 
domains. Another strategic technique considered was the gen-
eral concept of intervehicle communication that negotiates 
noninterfering radar parameters (e.g., time or frequency slots).

With the exception of the polarization domain, many of the 
techniques described in the MOSARIM project involved sub-
stantial signal processing for processing complex waveforms, 
adaptively nulling interference, and/or detecting and excising 
interference. Techniques with the highest level of signal pro-
cessing complexity include digital beamforming with adaptive 
nulling, time-frequency transforming with detection and exci-
sion of interference, and space-time adaptive processing.

The MOSARIM project performed modeling, simulations, 
and tests of interference to automotive radar of the aforemen-
tioned mitigation techniques and concluded that [16]: “To 
assure an I/N level of 0 or −10 dB, reliable mitigation tech-
niques in the order of (a minimum of) 50 dB mitigation mar-
gin are needed.” In assessing the capability of interference 
mitigation, MOSARIM concluded that individual mitigation 
techniques are not adequate, multiple techniques will need to 
be applied and, as automotive radar volumes increase, it may 
be beneficial to include, via regulatory means, the assignment 
of polarization and frequency bands depending on the radar 
application/type (e.g., SRR, MRR, or LRR) and on-vehicle 
mounting location. An example of this is using different sub-
bands in various directions (front, back, and side) and using 
different polarizations.
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Since the MOSARIM study concluded, research has con-
tinued on interference in automotive radar. As described in the 
“Mechanisms and Characteristics of Interference” section, an 
interfering radar with the same structure as the victim radar 
can create a “ghost target” if that signal, when received at the 
victim radar, begins a sweep within a small window of time 
proportional to the bandwidth of the filter. However, it is much 
more likely that the interfering radar creates a noise-like sig-
nal. In [17], a single FMCW interferer with a victim FMCW 
radar was considered. The SIR was derived as a function of the 
distance between the interferer and the victim radar and the 
distance between the target and the victim radar. Using these 
parameters, the region where the SIR was above some thresh-
old (e.g., 10 dB) for a given target size was calculated. The 
effect of the FMCW chirp slopes on the SIR was determined. 
In [17], the conclusion noted a that interference can cause a 
victim radar to “lose a target.” As an example, an FMCW radar 
with a processing gain (time-bandwidth product) of 50 dB and 
an interferer that is 10 m away will cause the SIR to drop below 
10 dB when the target is 30 m away. Because FMCW radars 
have been the dominant type of radar used in automotive appli-
cations, there are quite a few papers that analyze the perfor-
mance of an FMCW radar interferer on a victim FMCW radar.

Techniques that mitigate an FMCW interferer on an FMCW 
victim include time-domain excision of various forms [7], [21], 
[23], [25]–[27]. The results of a basic simulation with time-
domain excision for a slow-chirp FMCW interferer and a fast-
chirp FMCW victim radar are shown in Figures 12 and 13. As 
previously discussed, with an interferer FMCW sweep crossing 
a victim radar FMCW sweep, the interference appears as a linear 
chirp signal after downconversion in the victim radar receiver. 
The linear chirp interference signal sweeps through the victim 
radar passband and, assuming “fast-crossing” sweeps, produces 
an “impulse-like” signal in the time domain after bandpass fil-
tering in the victim radar receiver. Prior to 2D range-Doppler 
FFT-matched filtering in a fast-chirp victim radar, the target 
signal is typically well below the noise level while the impulse-
like interference signal is well above the noise level. Matched 
filtering provides substantial integration gain for a target-like 
constant frequency signal, while the impulse-like interference 
signal spreads in a noise-like fashion over the range-Doppler 
frequency spectrum.

Basic time-domain excision uses a threshold above the 
background noise level to remove interference. In other words, 
time-domain samples above the threshold are set to zero. Sim-
ulated results before and after time-domain excision are shown 
in Figure 12 for one chirp of the fast-chirp victim radar. Note 
that the simulated example includes target, interference, and 
noise. Time-domain excision is repeated for each chirp.

Simulated results for the range-Doppler frequency response 
of the fast-chirp victim radar are shown in Figure 13. Results 
correspond to the cases of target + noise (no interference) and 
for target + interference + noise, first without time-domain 
excision and then with time-domain excision. As shown, with-
out any mitigation, the interference substantially raises the 
“noise” floor and masks the target. Time-domain excision 
is able to remove the FMCW interference while preserving 
the target signal; however, as expected, some signal loss and 
potential for artifacts occur depending on the amount and pat-
tern of excision required.

The simulated example illustrates time-domain excision for 
the case of a single interferer. Overall effectiveness degrades 
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as the number of interferers increases and the corresponding 
portion of the time domain to be excised becomes substan-
tial. Although mitigation of a single FMCW interferer on an 
FMCW victim is fairly well understood, there is much ongoing 
research into other scenarios.

Ongoing and future research
Although simple interference mitigation techniques are gen-
erally well understood—with some having been implemented 
in automotive radars—interference mitigation is an important 
and ongoing area of R&D. Typically, a radar system will have 
a receiver structure, as shown in Figure 14. The RF front end 
includes analog components such as a low-noise amplifier, 
mixers, and filters. The output of the RF front end is converted 
to digital by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The first 
process step is range processing, which is an FFT in an FMCW 
radar system and a matched filter in a PMCW radar system. 
Range processing is followed by Doppler processing, which 
is followed by beamforming, object detection, and tracking. 
Interference mitigation may be added to the block diagram, 
potentially at different points in the processing steps. One tech-
nique used to mitigate the effect of an interferer (either FMCW 
or PMCW) is isolating the part of the signal that does not have 
interference; this may be implemented using a time-domain 
notch filter in an FMCW system or a “zero-forcing” type of de-
tector in a PMCW system (as discussed further in this section). 
However, these techniques also remove a portion of the desired 
signal and can become problematic as the number of interfer-
ers grow. Time excision would typically happen between the 
output of the ADC and the input of the range-matched filter.

In [23], the interference cancellation of a single FMCW inter-
ferer on an FMCW victim by identifying the interference loca-
tion using techniques from image processing and then “zeroing 
out” those time locations with additional smoothing to avoid 
ringing effects, shows that without interference cancellation, the 
victim radar would not be able to detect a certain target due to 
the increase in noise level, but with interference cancellation, 
the radar is able to detect the target. In [25], the characteristics 
of an FMCW-interfering signal, which are much stronger than 
the desired signal reflected from the target on an FMCW victim 
radar, are estimated and then subtracted from the overall signal, 
thereby improving the receiver sensitivity. This technique would 
also work for multiple radars as long as the interference from 
one radar did not overlap in time with the interference from 
another radar. This interference mitigation would also occur 
before the range-FFT processing. In [7], interference mitiga-
tion not requiring a threshold (compared to normal time-domain 
excision) was considered and shown to be effective, even for 

multiple interfering radars. In [24], beamforming using multiple 
receiving antennas was considered for eliminating a single inter-
ferer. Simulations with a CW signal as the interference source 
and an 800-MHz bandwidth FMCW signal for the victim radar 
show that the interference reduced by 40 dB. Here, four receiv-
ing antennas were used with optimal weighting to remove the 
interference. Measurements corresponding to the simulation 
show that the resulting INR was under 2 dB [24, Table 1] for a 
single interferer. This interference mitigation technique would be 
applied in the beamforming processing unit. In [27], an FMCW 
interferer and victim were considered, where again, the interfer-
ence is detected and zeroed out. Although this does reduce the 
noise level because of the interferer, it also removes the desired 
signal over a certain time period when the frequency of the inter-
ferer falls within a certain frequency range of the victim radar. To 
mitigate this effect, [27] considered a technique that regenerates 
the desired signal during the time when the received signal was 
zeroed out. An iterative algorithm was used for that purpose and 
allowed for smaller targets to be detected than would have oth-
erwise been detected with just the zeroing-out approach (with or 
without additional smoothing).

Interference in cellular communication systems has been 
the subject of considerable investigation. Code-division multi-
ple access (CDMA)—the communication version of a PMCW 
radar—has been widely deployed in 2G and 3G cellular sys-
tems. The processing gain associated with PMCW signals, 
similar to the CDMA signals used for communications, allows 
for multiple radars to be used simultaneously.

In a PMCW–PMCW scenario, the large number of spread-
ing codes generally ensures the interference will be a wide-
band, noise-like signal because each radar can use a different 
spreading code. There are a number of techniques that can be 
used in PMCW–PMCW situations to improve the interfer-
ence mitigation capability. Although some of these techniques 
require knowing the spreading codes of other radars, there are 
also “blind” techniques that work without that knowledge [28]. 
These are the same techniques that are useful in a communica-
tions context (e.g., CDMA). These techniques do not complete-
ly eliminate interference but may drastically reduce its effect, 
especially in a near-far scenario similar to multiple interferers 
versus a victim receiver, and work best when the interference is 
periodic in nature, i.e., the spreading codes repeat after a certain 
number of chips (in much the same way an FMCW type of radar 
would have a repetitive signal). The interference mitigation in 
CDMA systems (i.e., PMCW) is based on the cyclostationary 
structure of the interfering signal. These interference mitigation 
techniques are based on estimating the correlation matrix of the 
received signal, then employing an “orthogonalizing matched 
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filter” [29]. Note that the radar problem is easier to correct than 
the communication problem, because for the communication 
problem, there is an additional unknown (i.e., the data).

An FMCW interferer on a victim PMCW radar is very simi-
lar to a jammer in a spread-spectrum system. This type of inter-
ference, as well as effective mitigation techniques, has been 
well studied. An FMCW interferer signal to a PMCW victim is 
the same as that of a “swept-tone jammer” in spread-spectrum 
communication systems discussed in [30] and [31]. The perfor-
mance measure in a spread-spectrum communication system 
is typically bit error rate, rather than the typical performance 
measures used in a radar system. Nevertheless, the mitigation 
techniques would be similar.

A PMCW interferer on a victim FMCW radar system 
can appear as just additional noise that might seem difficult 
to mitigate in the time domain. However, the PMCW signal’s 
spectral characteristics can be estimated and used to improve 
the filtering that may reject wideband color noise [32].  Certain 
short-term time-frequency processing techniques may be able 
to mitigate this interference [33]. As with other classes of inter-
ferer and victim radars, transmission techniques such as polar-
ization or frequency separation can be applied here.

Because both FMCW and PMCW types of radar are essen-
tially spread-spectrum types of systems, interference mitiga-
tion techniques applicable to spread-spectrum communication 
systems may potentially be of use in radar systems. One tech-
nique for mitigating strong interference in the presence of a 
weak signal is based on locally optimum Bayesian detection. 
For example, [34] considers a spread-spectrum signal in the 
presence of different types of interference and noise. Although 
the focus of these techniques is on communication systems, 
they have potential for application in radar systems as well.

Future research that addresses interference to automotive 
radar sensors includes joint radar/communication systems [35], 
decentralized multiple-access protocols, and alternative modu-
lation techniques (and the corresponding matched-filter signal 
processing) that limit the potential for, and subsequent level of, 
interference. Further development of joint, multiple-domain-
adaptive signal processing algorithms that excise/null inter-
ference within the polarization-spatial-temporal-frequency 
domains must be explored as well.

One aspect of interference mitigation to consider is mul-
tiple-access techniques at the transmitter. In other words, by 
coordinating transmission (e.g., in the time domain, frequency 
domain, and polarization domain), interference can be prevent-
ed from occurring. We note that this type of problem has been 
studied extensively in the context of communication systems, 
where information-theoretic formulations can be used to deter-
mine the possible rates of data transmission for different users. 
Of course, the radar problem is different in that data are not 
transmitted and targets are detected. Nevertheless, approaches 
to multiple access must be investigated.

Conclusions
In general, automotive radar systems include a substantial level 
of inherent resistance to interference by virtue of a large time-

bandwidth product. The time-bandwidth product is the pro-
cessing gain of a radar system (i.e., the time-bandwidth product 
is related to its ability to reject interference). Regardless, with 
an increasing number of radars deployed per vehicle and an 
increase in the number of vehicles having radars, interference 
levels, especially in certain situations such as rush-hour traffic, 
will likely be quite severe. Automotive radar manufacturers 
have been active in developing and implementing many of the 
mitigation techniques described in this article that reduce the 
impact of mutual interference.

Because radars are becoming pervasive and ubiquitous on 
automobiles and perform safety-critical functions, there is a 
need to optimize interference mitigation both at the trans-
mitter and receiver by limiting the amount of interference so 
that victim radar performance can be affected only up to a 
prescribed amount. To this end, developing standards will 
make the engineering of interference mitigation easier and 
more effective.
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